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Research profile
My set theoretical research focusses around the construction and analysis of models of set
theory with various combinatorial properties, using methods of forcing, inner models, and symmetric models. My main interest is on models having strong closure properties expressed by
the existence of large cardinals like measurable and stronger cardinals. Model constructions allow to classify set theoretic properties in terms of large cardinals: A model with large cardinals
is extended by forcing to a model of the combinatorial property; conversely assuming such a
property one defines inner models of set theory with large cardinals.
The following questions are representative of my current research projects in axiomatic set
theory: What remains of the ground model large cardinal properties in M. Gitik‘s model in which
every cofinality is countable? What is the cardinal arithmetic of infinite sums and products in a
model that I constructed with A. Fernengel ? How does Shelah’s theory of possible cofinalities
behave in that model? Can the model be modified so that the axiom of choice holds for countable families? I shall finalize work on the minimality of Prikry forcing with Gitik and Kanovei. The
method of ordinal computability which I have developed will be employed in the fine structural
analysis of Gödel‘s model of constructible sets.
In formal mathematics I shall further develop A. Paskevich‘s SAD system which is orientated
towards natural mathematical language and argumentation. Based on previous experience with
the Naproche system we are adding state-of-the-art natural language processing to SAD.
Research Area KL My main results in axiomatic set theory, with co-authors, deal with “small”

measurable cardinals within the bounded Gitik model [4], model theoretic properties about the
existence of elementary substructures with cardinality constraints [3] or forcing extensions in
which measurable cardinals or successor cardinals of the ground model become singular ([5],
[1]). Sometimes large cardinals can be eliminated: we construct models of set theory without
the axiom of choice in which the generalized continuum hypothesis formulated by F. Hausdorff
can be violated in rather arbitrary ways (with A. Fernengel).
I developed the theory of ordinal computability, combining Turing computability and uncountable
set theory. Calibrating certain parameters of ordinal computability one obtains initial segments
of Gödel’s model of various heights. With A. Morozov I determined the segment corresponding
to infinite time Blum-Shub-Smale machines [2].
In formal mathematics, we improved an earlier formalization of Gödel‘s completeness theorem
to arbitrary languages [7]. I participated in philosophical discussions on the future impact of
computer-supported formal mathematics.
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Heike Mildenberger (1998), now Professor, University of Freiburg
Benedikt Löwe (2005), now Professor, University of Amsterdam, Netherlands, and University of
Hamburg
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